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Intro:   
 

                                                          
When we want to love, we love,            when we want to kiss, we kiss 
 

                                          
With a little petting,       we're getting                   some fun out of life 
 

                                                              
When we want to work, we work,            when we want to play, we play 
 

                                          
In a happy setting,        we're getting                   some fun out of life 
 

                                
Maybe we do the right things,         maybe we do the wrong 
 

                                             
 Spending each day, wending our way      a  -  long 
 

                                                                     
But when we want to sing, we sing,            when we want to dance, we dance 
 

                                                
You can do your betting,        we're getting                  some fun out of life 
 

                                                
You can do your betting,        we're getting                  some fun out of life 
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Intro:  Em7  A7  F#m7  B7  Em7  A7  D   A7#5 
 
    
                              D           D6   DMA7  Ebdim                  Em7                A7 
When we want to love, we love,                when we want to kiss, we kiss 
 
 
 
                      Em7    A7            F#m7  B7  Em7           A7             D    A7#5 
With a little petting,      we're getting               some fun out of life 
 
 
 
                              D             D6   DMA7 Ebdim                    Em7                  A7 
When we want to work, we work,              when we want to play, we play 
 
 
 
                    Em7    A7             F#m7  B7  Em7          A7             D     D6  
In a happy setting,       we're getting               some fun out of life 
 
 
 
Am7          D7      Am7             D7   GMA7                  G6 
Maybe we do the right things,       maybe we do the wrong 
 
 
 
  B7                                                B7#5 B7 E7    A7     A7#5 
Spending each day, wending our way  a-long 
 
 
 
                                   D           D6   DMA7  Ebdim                    Em7                      A7 
But when we want to sing, we sing,               when we want to dance, we dance 
 
 
 
                               Em7    A7             F#m7  B7  Em7           A7             D      B7 
You can do your betting,        we're getting                some fun out of life 
 
 
 
 
                               Em7    A7             F#m7  B7  Em7           A7             D6  C#6  D6 
You can do your betting,        we're getting                some fun out of life 
 
 


